THE REPUBLICAN CLUB OF SOUTH
SARASOTA COUNTY (RCSSC) NEWSLETTER

The Patriot
From the Desk of RCSSC President Matt Soldano
The first quarter of 2021 has flown by quickly! There have been some good happenings. Many of us have received our Covid vaccinations and deaths and hospitalizations are declining rapidly. President Trump deserves the credit for getting
vaccines approved in record time and ramping up the vaccination rate to one million a day as he left office. Governor DeSantis has led Florida to one of the most
successful re-openings in any state. These are overshadowed by the first sixty
days of the Biden administration where many of the Trump successes are being
undermined and overturned. Immigration is out of control, the filibuster is threatened, a $1.9 Trillion wasteful bill has been passed, bills giving dem’s control of
elections and adding states are being pursued.
Closer to home, the RCSSC had a very successful first quarter. We had a record
157 attendees at our March meeting. Our 4th Wednesday luncheons continue to
grow. The Club had a successful day at the Sarasota County Fair. We are well on
our way to exceeding last year’s record membership even though it’s not an election year. We have worked with the Sarasota County Party to set up a voter registration program for South County that we will announce at our April meeting.
For 2021-2022, the Club will focus on supporting a united Republican Party that is
dedicated to supporting our principles and platform. The re-election of Governor
DeSantis and Senator Rubio are critical. We must win local elections, particularly
the school board contests.
The Club will support all duly nominated Republican candidates for all offices.
The Club officers, in their club role, cannot take a position on any candidate in any
primary. For the general election, the Club will unite behind all our Republican
candidates.
Questions have been raised about some Republican incumbents. As individuals,
we can and should support candidates that we believe best represent our beliefs
and would best serve us in office. After the primaries we must unite and vote for
our candidates. The election is too important for us not to participate. We are a
REPUBLICAN TEAM!
WE NEED VOLUNTEERS!!
To coordinate voter registration with the Sarasota Republican party
To distribute copies of our newsletter to people without email and to libraries
and other locations in Venice
To coordinate contacting newly registered Republican voters in Venice area
precincts
To lead the quarterly Manasota Key Road cleanup
To manage publicity to get articles and pictures published in the Gondolier and
Herald Tribune
Please call me at (401) 792-8132 or email at matt1934@yahoo.com before our
April 14 meeting so we can get these projects going.
THANKS IN ADVANCE!!
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CALL TO ACTION PAGE
2021 Elected Officers

From the Conservative Caucus HR1/S1

President: Matt Soldano
matt1934@yahoo.com

Did you know that liberal Democrats are pushing a bill that would make it almost impossible for Donald Trump to run for President in 2024? The anti-Trump
rules are part of the notorious H.R. 1/S1, the bill that would give Congress control of
state elections and open the door to fraud.
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Million Maskless
March and Mass Mask
burning planned in
Florida. Scheduled for
April 10th.
More Info Press here

The bill would make it more difficult for the President to raise money for a legal defense fund. It would increase the required financial disclosures for not only the president, but also his family members. It would require Trump, while still a candidate, to
disclose not only his last ten years of tax returns, but also the tax returns of every
company he owns.
But guess what – it would not require members of Congress to disclose their
tax returns!
Call your US Senators at 202-224-3121. Demand they vote against H.R. 1/S1.
Please forward this message because of the urgency of contacting their senators.
This bill has already passed the House, and the Senate could take it up soon. We
have no time to waste. So please, act today.

Just Say NO! to H.R.5/SB5

The EQUALITY Act should really be called “THE INEQUALITY ACT."
PLEASE, Call your SENATORS TODAY. Urge them to vote NO

The U.S. Senate may soon vote on House Speaker Nancy Pelosi's (D-CA) radical and deceptive Equality Act. Pelosi's bill, recently passed in the House, is designed to undermine
religious liberty. The bill is nothing about equality, but everything about punishing Christians'
religious freedoms.
If the Senate were to pass the bill and Joe Biden were to sign it into law, it would unleash
radical liberals to attack those whose faith teaches that marriage is only between one man
and one woman and that the sexual identity of males and females is a fixed, biological fact.
By government edict, business owners, employees, and customers alike will be subject to a
radical LGBT agenda:
• Female business owners, customers, and employees would be forced to share spaces
in restrooms and dressing rooms with men who claim to be women.
• Women's sports would be forced to have men who claim to be women.
• Health care providers and professionals would be forced to perform gender transition
procedures (sex changes) and provide medical services (hormone therapy) that would
violate their moral and religious convictions.
• Adoption and foster care agencies will be forced to place children into same sex households and into the homes of individuals suffering from gender confusion.
• College and professional sports stadiums would be required to open their restrooms to
either sex.
The Democratic Party has clearly laid out its intent to force Christians to submit to radical
sexual deviancy. The Party's platform stated, "We support a progressive vision of religious
freedom that respects pluralism and rejects the misuse of religion to discriminate."
The "progressive vision" of religious liberty for Democrats was made clear by Chai Feldblum, the former commissioner of the Obama administration's Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Feldblum staked out the view of the Democratic Party when she said:
"I'm having a hard time coming up with any case in which religious liberty should win. …
Sexual liberty should win in most cases. There can be a conflict between religious liberty
and sexual liberty, but in almost all cases the sexual liberty should win because that's the
only way that the dignity of gay people can be affirmed in any realistic manner." (Emphasis
added.) Source: Tim Wildmon, President, American Family Association

MAGA Movement Is ‘Far From Over’
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Science, Politics, and COVID: Will Truth Prevail?

Scott W. Atlas, MD From July to December 2020, he served as Special
Advisor to President Trump as a member of the White House Coronavirus
Task Force.
Excerpts delivered in Phoenix at a Hillsdale College National Leadership Seminar
Feb. 18, 2021

The COVID pandemic has been a tragedy. But it has exposed profound issues in America that threaten the principles of freedom and
order that we Americans often take for granted.
First, I have been shocked at the unprecedented exertion of power by
the government since last March—issuing unilateral decrees, ordering
the closure of businesses, churches, and schools, restricting personal
movement, mandating behavior, and suspending indefinitely basic
freedoms. Second, I was and remain stunned—almost frightened--at
the acquiescence of the American people to such destructive, arbitrary, and wholly unscientific rules, restrictions, and mandates.
The pandemic also brought to the forefront things we have known existed and have tolerated for years: media bias, the decline of academic freedom on campuses, the heavy hand of Big Tech, and, now more
obviously than ever, the politicization of science.
…almost every state and major city have implemented severe restrictions…. …data from Gallup, YouGov, the COVID-19 Consortium,
the CDC have all shown significant reductions of movement as well
as a high percentage of mask-wearing.
With what results?
…the policies have severely harmed America’s children while failing
to save the elderly. President Biden himself openly admitted the lack
of efficacy of these measures in his January 22 speech: “There is
nothing we can do to change the trajectory of the pandemic in the
next several months. ”For COVID, lockdowns and other significant
restrictions have been extraordinarily harmful—even deadly—for the
working class and the poor.
So-called experts on TV warned that social distancing, masks, and
other restrictions will still be necessary after people are vaccinated!
All indications are that those in power have no intention of allowing
Americans to live normally, which means to live freely again - the root
of our problem lies in “the experts” and vested academic interests.
38 states have implemented mask mandates. Widespread, general
population mask usage has shown little utility to prevent cases, even
though citing evidence against their use has been censored.
This is the reality: those who insist that universal mask usage has absolutely proven effective at controlling the COVID virus and is universally recommended according to “the science” are deliberately ignoring the evidence to the contrary. It is they who are propagating false
and misleading information.
Big Tech has piled on to help eliminate discussion of conflicting evidence. Without permitting open debate and admission of errors, we
might never be able to respond effectively to any future crisis.
With continued censorship and cancellation of those challenging the
“accepted narrative,” the US is on the verge of losing its cherished
freedoms.
It is not clear whether our democratic republic will survive, but it is
clear it will not survive unless more people begin to step up in defense of freedom of thought and speech.

Club Specialty Roles
Webmaster:
Facebook Admin:
Allyx Young
Sergeants-at-Arms:
John Finnigan
finney1933@gmail.com
and Randy Wedin
soonerpatriot@ionet.net
Bylaws: Chuck Ford
Cford1620@verizon.net
Parliamentarian:
Robert Sprague
robt2@comcast.net

Past Presidents:
Immediate Past President
Thomas Van Dyke (2017-2018)
Barbara Vaughn (2015-2016)
John Harrison (2013-2014)
Peachie DeYoung (2011-2012)
Ron Filipkowski (2009-2010)
Jack Malone (2007-2008)
Barbara Hines (2006)
Don O’Nesky (2004-2005)
Richard Brady (2003)
Francis Kendrick (2001-2002)
Russell Strange (1999-2000)
Dave Brown (1998)
Harold Hart (1997)
“Keeping
colleges closed
this fall is far
more likely to
stop the spread
of communism
than it is to stop
the spread of
COVID”

“You may choose to look the
other way, but you can never
say again that you did not
know.”
― William Wilberforce
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STATE AND NATIONAL NEWS
April Birthdays
Jeff Baumeister
Pinny Bugaeff
Frank Curcillo
David Deibel
Mike Demeo
Pamela Fiume
Thomas Frey
Jean Fuller
Bonnie Goode
Kimberly Henning
Edward Hunter
Cathy Kostelansky
Stephen Ladd
Hugh Laubis
Norman Mac Lellan
Sandra Mazur
Wade Mc Laren
Bryant Mcniece
Jane Mcniece
Dan Miller
Joan O'Brien
John O'Donnell
Michael Pagani
George Robertson
Jeanne Rogers
Beverly Rowe
James Silberman
Matt Soldano
Mark Stabinski
Judith Stigle
Martyna Szuprowicz
Denise Wuetcher
Margaret Yerman

Joe Biden’s Job Approval Ratings
Joe Biden's overall approval ratings have declined. Yet there are
those clueless ones in our society who still support his reckless use
of Executive Orders and political assassination of conservatives with
the same down-thumb relish as the Romans in the coliseum. Despite
the media still supporting him and not reporting facts, his ratings
have dropped due primarily to the crisis at the border . To see how
Sleepy Joe earned his -10 Presidential Approval Rating… READ MORE

Biden puts Harris in charge of crisis at the southern border
Vice President Kamala Harris will be put in charge of the migrant crisis at the
southern border according to Breitbart News. Biden himself, is out.
President Joe Biden made the announcement on Wednesday during a press briefing at the White House, saying “I can think of nobody who is better qualified to do
this.” READ MORE

Florida Parental Rights Bill HB 241 Has Made it Through All Relevant
House Committees and is Headed for a House Floor Vote on March 31 The Senate soon thereafter!
Bill HB 241 – Parental Rights is a bill codifying and protecting certain fundamental
rights of parents to direct the upbringing, education, and care of their minor children.The bill has made it through all relevant house committees and is headed for a
House floor vote on March 31 and projected for a Senate vote in early April!
For more information click here!

Coming Soon — Vaccine Passports Will Determine Where You Can
Go and What You Can Do
The Biden administration is partnering with private companies to develop a
vaccine passport system, claiming it’s the only path to normalcy, but critics
warn passports will steal people’s liberty and data. Read more
New York Becomes the First State to Enact a 'Vaccine Passport'
New York became the first state on Friday to launch a so-called vaccine passport, as
reported by USA Today. The Democratic Gov. Andrew Cuomo also promoted the
launch over Friday on Twitter. Read more.

Ron DeSantis to Take Executive Action Against Vaccine Passports
by daniel_g

Vaccine passports will be rejected in Florida.
As news broke over the weekend that Sleepy Joe was working with private companies
to develop a nationwide vaccine passport, Florida Governor Ron DeSantis announced
he is taking executive action to prohibit them inside his state.
If any politician truly values freedom and personal choice, then this is the position they
need to take.
Reject vaccine passports at all cost. Read more
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IN THE REARVIEW MIRROR
Voter Suppression is a HOAX

Media elites recently agreed with Biden in a prepared brief that somehow
voter ID laws equaled voter suppression, calling them racist (of course) and
comparing them to the Jim Crow laws of the 1930s, which he referred to as
Republican laws (not true). The fact is, Biden doesn't think minorities know
how or have the IQ to obtain an ID.
FACT: Voter ID laws are important safeguards to election integrity used
around the world, even in the most impoverished nations like Somalia and
Afghanistan.
90% of Americans want only citizens voting
89% want voter rolls clean
For source of
83% want all ballots received by Election Day
information
78% want secured ballot drop boxes
press here
77% want voter ID requirements
The Democrat/socialists call voter ID requirements voter suppression. Huh?
What do you need an ID for?

Yet is it suppression when you ask someone to prove their citizenship to vote with an ID???
VOTER INTEGRITY IS NOT VOTER SUPPRESSION

A Democrat Argues Removing Dead People
from Voter Rolls Is “Voter Suppression”
To read more about this insanity, Click Here

Giant container ship that blocked Suez Canal finally
set free
SUEZ, Egypt (March 29, 2021) — Salvage teams on Monday set free a colossal container ship that has halted global trade through the Suez Canal,
Picture taken
bringing an end to a crisis that for nearly a week had clogged one of the
11/7/2020
world’s most vital maritime arteries.
U.S. Implication - because of Biden’s domestic oil production shutdown, the
U.S. gas prices are internationally controlled once again. Three dollars a gal- DISCLAIMER: The articles and links below represent the views of the author.
lon is on the horizon.

Ivermectin protects against
Covid19 and successfully
cures it. Safer than a vaccine.
Updates
https://covid19criticalcare.com/

Even Democrats hate Nancy
Pelosi’s power grab attempt.
Read the story!

Jen Psaki: Don’t Expect
Kamala Harris to Travel to the
US-Mexico Border
Watch the Video
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Club Activities
New Member’s
Luncheon on
3/24/2021

Our March speaker
was Dr. Kopelson

Were Venice cars with Trump stickers targeted? Read more
‘Brazen and shameless’: Cruz slams Pelosi-backed plan
to overhaul elections Read more
Most Capitol Rioters Unlikely to Serve Jail Time
By Josh Gerstein and Kyle Cheney Politico
A POLITICO analysis of the Capitol riot-related cases shows that almost a quarter of the more than 230 defendants formally and publicly charged so far face only misdemeanors. Dozens of those arrested are awaiting formal charges, even
as new cases are being unsealed nearly daily.
In recent days, judges, prosecutors and defense attorneys have all indicated that they expect few of these “MAGA tourists” to face harsh sentences.
There are two main reasons: Although prosecutors have loaded up their charging documents with language about the
existential threat of the insurrection to the republic, the actions of many of the individual rioters often boiled down to trespassing. And judges have wrestled with how aggressively to lump those cases in with those of the more sinister suspects.
“My bet is a lot of these cases will get resolved and probably without prison time or jail time,” said Erica Hashimoto, a former federal public defender who is now a law professor at Georgetown. "One of the core values of this country is that we
can protest if we disagree with our government. Of course, some protests involve criminal acts, but as long as the people
who are trying to express their view do not engage in violence, misdemeanors may be more appropriate than felonies.”
The prospect of dozens of Jan. 6 rioters cutting deals for minor sentences could be hard to explain for the Biden administration, which has characterized the Capitol Hill mob as a uniquely dangerous threat.

Oath Keeper Member Wants Out of Jail
By Elaine Allen-Emrich Venice Gondolier
Graydon Young of Englewood, was arrested Feb. 15 in Tampa. He was turned over to U.S. Marshals the following day. He
was denied bond at a hearing the following week.
This week, attorneys …filed a motion asking a federal judge to release Young from custody until his criminal trial begins.
“The allegations … are nowhere near as concrete and nefarious as the Government led the magistrate court to believe at Mr.
Young’s detention hearing,” his attorney, Robert D. Foley, wrote in a motion. The motion states prosecutors don’t have evidence that Young destroyed property or conspired to enter the U.S. Capitol, and that he is not a flight risk.
“The United States admits that the considerable amount of evidence it has gathered to date, along with publicly-available
footage, confirms neither Mr. Young nor the co-defendants in this case damaged the windows on the Capitol doors. The
damage was done prior to Young’s and the co-defendants’ entry into the Capitol,” Foley wrote in the court filing.
“He has enormous respect for the law, as evidenced by his utter lack of criminal history and service with the United States
military in the U.S. Navy Reserve for seven years, renewing his original enlistment after 9/11 to be available for his country.”
6
A U.S. attorney recently determined that Young was not a threat and has been released on house arrest.
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March 2021 CPAC
As experienced by Barbara Vaughn
My initial impression of CPAC 2021 lasted all four days! It was simply: happiness! Everywhere everyone I saw was happy, smiling, joking and obviously
glad about being there!
Part of it was happy reunions seeing each other after the 2020 CPAC in Maryland. For the non-Floridians, it was the overwhelming joy of feeling free – freedom from lockdowns in their home states for a year or more. But the overarching good feelings came mainly from being surrounded by thousands of
like-minded people!
CPAC is the Conservative Political Action Conference of the American Conservative Union (ACU). Held annually since 1974, CPAC has brought together
hundreds of conservative organizations, thousands of activists, millions of
viewers, and the brightest and best leaders in the world! This year’s theme
was “America UnCanceled.”
My roommate, Judith Chandler, and I arrived early on Wednesday to familiarize ourselves with the Hyatt Hotel and Resort (a well-suited place for this
year’s scaled down CPAC!), meet other early arrivers and decide on our
game plan. CPAC’s tight schedule from morning ‘til night means carefully
planned bathroom breaks to avoid missing something – or someone!
First thing we downloaded the CPAC phone app to keep up with events,
speakers and any changes. Then we set off to have a look around. It was fascinating watching the dozens of media outlets set up and prepare for interviews, especially Fox News, which had a small studio outside the main conference room. I was thrilled to be interviewed live on air by Tomi Lahrens and
Lawrence Jones!
On Thursday evening Fox Nation sponsored a Welcome Reception. Then
early Friday morning we were off with a Women’s Breakfast featuring our own
Florida House member, Fiona McFarland, and her mom, the well-known “right
hand” to General Michael Flynn, KT McFarland. Our beloved Governor Ron
DeSantis then welcomed everyone to Florida, which he emphatically assured
us was “open for business!”
Then we began with the Bill of Rights – why the left hates it and why we love
it! Each Right was explored by speakers including Senators Mike Lee, Ted
Cruz and James Lankford, former Gov. Scott Walker, Alex Berenson and our
own Pam Bondi. And that was just Friday morning!
The afternoon featured Senators Tom Cotton, Rick Scott, Josh Hawley and
Marsha Blackburn, and panel discussions moderated by KT McFarland and
Lawrence Jones. Additional speakers were Don Trump, Jr., introduced by
Kimberley Guilfoyle, Jason Chaffetz, James O’Keefe, and Dan Bongino.
Saturday featured former Ambassador Ric Grenell, ConFive takeagress members Devin Nunez, Jody Hice, Mike Kelly, Darrell
ways from
Issa, Mark Green, and Senator Cynthia Lummis along with
CPAC 2021
TV notables Sara Carter, Charlie Hurt, Dana Loesch and
Click Here
Leo Terrill.
Sunday began with Gordon Chang and his wife Lydia conducting a panel discussion on “China’s Puppets, South Korea and Hong Kong.” Additional
speakers through the morning included Larry Kudlow, Joshua Philipp of The
Epoch Times, Tom Fitton of Judicial Watch, and Wayne LaPierre of the NRA.
In the afternoon, Representative Jim Jordan wrapped up Amendments IX and
X…then, he introduced the man we’d all been waiting for:
PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP!
He was more controlled and direct than I’d ever heard him before, and he’s
focused entirely on a path for a “reformed” Republican party – minus RINOs!
He assured us that he was NOT forming a third party because he believes
third parties bring destruction, and he wants no part of it. But he seems to
have a clear, positive vision for our future and inspired and uplifted us!
It was a phenomenal way to end a terrific – happy - experience: CPAC 2021!
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Hot Headlines and Links

DISCLAIMER: The articles and links below represent the views of the author but do NOT necessarily represent
the views of the RCSSC. Be advised, the newsletter staff has not totally vetted all the links below., but has
sought to publish links from known valid sources.

Click on the links below - click return key on browser to return to newsletter.

Trump Heralds Georgia's New Election Integrity Law:
Too Bad It Couldn't Have Come Sooner Read more
Federal Agency Investigating Biden’s Order to Stop Border Wall
Construction
Read more

Mexico President Blames Biden for Migrant Crisis at Border:
‘Expectations Were Created’
Read more

Georgia House Passes Bill Stripping Delta Of A Multimillion Tax
Break After It Slammed The State’s New Voting Restrictions . .
"You don’t feed a dog that bites your hand." Read More

Kemp fires back at Biden: Nothing 'Jim Crow' about Georgia law
Read more

Arkansas House Passes Bill to Ban Enforcement of Federal Gun Control: Past, Present and
Future
Read more

Michigan punishes barber who defied Democrat COVID restrictions

LANSING, Mich. (March 30, 2021) — A Michigan barber who defied Democrat Gov. Gretchen Whitmer and reopened his
shop last spring during the coronavirus pandemic was fined $9,000 for violating licensing rules, including joining a protest
where
Michigan punishes barber who defied Democrat COVID restrictions (onenewsnow.com)
hairstylists cut hair on the Capitol lawn.

Republican-Controlled Wisconsin Assembly Authorizes Investigation of 2020 Presidential Election
Read more

Have you ever wondered in a football stadium full of 75,000 Christians wanting to say a prayer
before the game how just one atheist can stop it from happening? It is time for that to change!!!
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30 million Social Security recipients still waiting for their stimulus check

Read more
If you’re still waiting, you’re not alone. Wonder who in the Biden administration decided to put SSN recipients dead last
on the list of recipients. Could it be they just don’t care about seniors?

Texas COVID-Positivity-Rate Plunges To Record Low After Mask-Mandate Lifted, Restaurants Back To Pre-Crisis Levels Read More
Toddler sisters dropped from atop 14-foot wall by smuggler at southern border Read More
Why Is Nancy Pelosi Going So Far Out Of The Way To Help Gavin Newsom?
Read more

MAYBE BECAUSE HE ‘S A BLOOD RELATIVE???
Parler to Democrats: We Warned FBI in Advance of Capitol Riots, and Here Are the Receipts
to Prove It
Read more

Communist Party USA Affirms Loyalty to Beijing
Read more

White House Confirms Biden Will Sign Executive Order on Gun Control
Read more

Journalists Try to Bait Gov. DeSantis - It Goes TERRIBLY for Them Watch the Video
The ‘Scan the Ballots’ Effort Is Moving Forward In Georgia Involving Jovan Pulitizer’s Technique of Forensically Reviewing Ballots from the 2020 Election
Read more

Texas State Senate Passes Election Integrity Bill Targeting Mail-in Ballots Read More

Billy Graham's Son Is Telling the Sad Truth - Never Said ...
Read more
Worth the read

Bear in mind, sometimes the challenge is monstrous, but you must find another way. Never give
up!!! Click here!!!
Uplifting and inspiring. Must watch! You’ll find yourself involved in this video, helping from your chair until the end.
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RCSSC is proud to present this month's guest speaker, author and Manatee County Republican State Committeewoman,

Cindy Spray
author of
Amazon best selling author of

Crying without Tears

I am a survivor of child abuse. At an early age I had no choices in my future. But GOD chose me to be the protector of my brothers and
sisters. I made a critical decision that affected my entire family. I chose to protect my youngest family members from a life I was already
living. I went from being the most hated member in the family to becoming the most respected. Through God I found healing, hope, joy, and
strength. A true story of child abuse that took sacrifice and strength, that led to the glory of redemption! Learn how to recognize what children are saying with their eyes member in the family to becoming the most respected. Through it all, God held my hand and my heart. He
leads my life. My faith in Him took me from the life I had to the life I have now Through God I found healing, hope, joy, and strength. A true
story of child abuse that took sacrifice and strength, that led to the glory of redemption! Learn how to recognize what children are saying
with their eyes! Copies will be available for purchase on site. Checks or cash is accepted; no credit or debit cards. Your per-

sonally inscribed copy can be purchased at the event. $20.00 per copy.

Wednesday, April 14, 2021
11:30am
Venice Gardens Civic Association
406 Shamrock Boulevard
Venice 34293
Light lunch will be served

RCSSC MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM – PLEASE PRINT
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